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two circumferences. This is a little unusual, as the so-called “extent” bears little relevance to the actual way in which
Indian astronomers traditionally measured the magnitude of an eclipse.
Furthermore, the two portions of the gra¯sa, that is, the resulting amounts of ¯Aryabhat
.
a’s rules, do not have any
apparent astronomical (or astrological) significance or utility either, so it is unclear how or why astronomers would
have been interested in this rule when calculating the various parameters associated with eclipses. The magnitude of
the eclipse, the gra¯sa, which is the given element in ¯Aryabhat
.
a’s rule, is precisely one of the parameters which they
must compute. In keeping with the Greek tradition, Indian astronomers would measure the magnitude of the eclipse
along the diameter of the eclipsed body, and not perpendicular to this, as Keller notes. In fact, the perpendicular cannot
be a measure of the magnitude or “extent” of the eclipse, as this line segment reaches a maximum at just over half of
the disk being obscured and then decreases again, whereas the magnitude of an eclipse increases until the entire disk
is obscured.
In Expounding the Mathematical Seed, Agathe Keller has produced an exemplary book that epitomizes the level of
detail and analysis required to convey the complexity, nuances, and technical aspects of these ancient texts. It will no
doubt be frequently consulted and referenced by scholars who prepare translations and commentaries on related texts
within the Indian tradition. We look forward to Keller’s future publications with anticipation.
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This edition is the culmination of a life-long devotion on the part of H.L.L. Busard to editing the medieval Latin
versions of Euclid’s Elements. The version by Campanus of Novara, which was written some time before 1259, is
itself the culmination of the previous versions and displaced them all. It is appropriate, therefore, that this two-volume
set should start with a résumé of the history of the transmission of Euclid’s Elements in the Latin Middle Ages,
a subject on which Busard can speak with unequalled authority. In it he describes how the meager relics of Boethius’s
sixth-century translation inspired Latin scholars of the twelfth century to seek out the complete text of the Elements
from Arabic and Greek. First there is the Arabic–Latin translation of Adelard of Bath (formerly called “Adelard I”),
and its two successors, which Busard has given good reasons to ascribe to Robert of Chester (the version formerly
called “Adelard II”) and Johannes de Tinemue (formerly called “Adelard III”), respectively. The Robert of Chester
version (itself in more than one variety) was the most popular of the versions after Campanus’s and gave rise to
other texts. Then there were at least two more translations made directly from Arabic, one by Hermann of Carinthia
and another (objectively speaking, the best) by Gerard of Cremona (fragments of a third may survive embedded in the
version in MS Paris, Paris, BNF, lat. 10257). Finally, there was a translation from Greek, made in Sicily in the late 12th
century, that, in turn, was known to Fibonacci. Campanus’ version is not a translation, but is an intelligent composition
using several earlier versions (in particular, the Robert of Chester, Johannes de Tinemue, and Greek–Latin versions),
supplemented by the commentary of Anaritius, which Gerard of Cremona had translated, and Jordanus of Nemore’s
Arithmetica (another text edited by Busard). In his Introduction Busard gives several examples of verbal parallels
✩ This review was written before the sad event of Professor Busard’s death, which occurred on December 2, 2007. Historia Mathematica intends
to publish a full obituary on Professor Busard in a forthcoming.
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between Campanus and his various sources, and in the “Notes and Commentaries” in the second volume, he documents
the similarities and differences between Campanus and his predecessors, especially in the variations in proofs.
The second section of the Introduction gives a useful summary of what we know concerning Campanus’s life and a
detailed account (with complete lists of manuscripts) of the mathematical works that can be ascribed to him with more
or less certainty. The numerous writings on astronomy and astrology attributed to him are left aside, partly because
we already have a survey of these in F.S. Benjamin and G.J. Toomer’s Campanus of Novara and Medieval Planetary
Theory, Madison, Milwaukee, and London, 1971. There is no overall analysis of Campanus as a mathematician.
Busard’s concern, throughout his life, has been to make available medieval texts on mathematics and to describe their
relationship to each other and (where relevant) to Greek and Arabic source texts. He has provided the material for
others to assess the mathematical ideas in these texts.
Given that Campanus’s version has been identified in 131 manuscripts, it is understandable that Busard should
make a selection for his edition. For his edition of the second most popular version of the Elements—the Robert of
Chester version (prepared with Menso Folkerts)—he recorded the readings of all 61 manuscripts in over 500 printed
pages of apparatus criticus. To do the same with over twice that many manuscripts would obviously not have been
feasible. Nevertheless, it would have been in keeping with the thoroughness of other parts of the book to include the
list of the manuscripts of Campanus’s version that has already been drawn up by Menso Folkerts, to which he refers
(Euclid in Medieval Europe, in The Benjamin Catalogue for History of Science, Questio II de rerum natura, Winnipeg,
1989; this also lists six of the printed versions). The copies he has chosen to use are the earliest datable manuscript—
Florence, Bibl. Naz. Magl. XI 112—written in 1259 (hence providing the work’s terminus ante quem), and a second
manuscript—New York, Columbia University, Plimpton 156—that is alleged to have been the copy Campanus himself
gave to Jacques Pantaléon when he was Patriarch of Jerusalem, and hence before August 29, 1261, together with the
first printed edition (Venice, 1482). While recording all the readings of these three sources, he supplements them from
time to time with those of eight other 13th-century manuscripts. Busard points out some small differences between
these witnesses, and one is to assume (though it would be nice to have this stated explicitly) that the tradition of
Campanus’s Euclid is quite homogeneous. It is not clear what is the purpose of the final list of passages in the account
of the manuscripts and printed edition (pp. 48–49). These are described as “some additions” that may be “original with
Campanus,” but it is not indicated whether they occur only in some manuscripts, or are shared by the whole tradition.
The edition is set out in a clear way, with the apparatus criticus in the second volume so that the text and apparatus
can be consulted together (as can the text and commentary). In conformity with custom, Busard redraws the figures
so that they conform to the text. Given the current interest in “editing” diagrams as well as text (e.g., Ken Saito,
“A Critical Study in the Critical Assessment of Diagrams in Greek Mathematical Works,” Sciamus, 7, 2006, pp. 81–
144, specifically on the Elements), at least some examples of the original figures would have been welcome, and would
also have provided an opportunity to see the layout of Campanus’s text. In the case of many propositions Busard
has alerted the reader to the fact that Campanus has added something by putting “Campani additio” or “Campani
annotatio” in angle brackets at the beginning of the addition. It is not always clear what are the criteria of additiones
and annotationes, since several passages are additional in respect to Euclid, such as the commentary on the definitions
of “part,” “ratio,” “proportion,” etc., at the beginning of Book 5, and most of the “additions” mentioned on p. 48 are
not indicated as “additiones” in the text.
Unlike the edition of the Robert of Chester version, this edition does not include a word index, which, even if it
were highly selective, would have helped to identify Campanus’s terminology and locate certain passages. But it is
unfair to complain of short measure when presented with a two-volume book of over 750 pages. Busard embarked on
a mammoth task when he started to edit medieval versions of Euclid’s Elements. His achievement is immense, and we
only wish him a long life in order to complete, with Menso Folkerts, who has always encouraged and aided him, the
survey of mathematics in the Middle Ages for which his editions have provided so much of the primary sources.
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